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Software Integration Engineer
Job Title:
Software Integration Engineer
Location:
London
Overview / background
CD-adapco is recruiting a motivated individual to work on developing and maintaining
integration projects for a wide range of business applications. These applications are varied in
architecture and location and often they come with standard interfaces which allow for loose
sharing of data between them, or to allow for custom views or entry points (web forms,
command line scripts). This permits us to use point solutions where they are best suited but
maintain an overall uniformity, leverage common data sources and avoid data duplication and
double entry.
Job Description
The Software Integration Engineer will be responsible for:
Evaluating and applying a consistent integration method
Learning appropriate tools or languages to develop integration projects.
Interacting with system owners where necessary to learn the relevant data structures,
behaviour and limits of each system.
Documenting each integration project for end users as well as verifying, monitoring and
maintaining each integration.
Requirements
Either:
?

BSc or equivalent in Computer Science or related field, plus 1 years relevant experience

?

OR 3 years relevant experience
A general technical interest in areas of computing such as networking and a willingness
and ability to learn
Good English, spoken and written.

Relevant skills and technologies
Knowledge in some of the following areas would be beneficial:
Web Services, consuming and providing. Typical data formats (JSON, XML).

the Linux command line and environment, shell scripts
networking concepts and standard protocols
Database concepts and SQL (e.g. Oracle)
Cloud computing - e.g. Amazon Web Services, Salesforce.com
Integration tools such as IBM Websphere Cast Iron, or similar subversion
CD-adapco is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate based on race, colour,
religion, sex, national origin, disability, age, or any other category protected by law.
Applications should be made by emailing a CV, including the names of two referees, and a
covering letter stating why you believe you are suited to this position to - hr-uk@cdadapco.com [1]
Applications (CV and Cover Letter) should be sent to the email address below.
hr-uk@cd-adapco.com [1]
CD-adapco is the world's largest independent CFD focused provider of engineering simulation
software, support and services. We have over 30 years of experience in delivering industrial
strength engineering simulation.
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